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Summary
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Environmental taxes make excellent sense from an environment and fiscal policy 
point of view

Environmental fiscal reform potential poorly exploited

Unlock potential through pragmatic design of policy packages, to ensure support 
from citizens, business and across government



Environmental fiscal reform: why do we care?
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Environment policy: 
taxes work 
taxes often work better than other instruments
simple approaches deliver good results

Tax policy, fiscal policy: 
revenue potential is considerable – opportunity to create synergies



Effectiveness – taxes cut emissions
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Australia introduced a carbon tax in June 2012 and removed it
in July 2014. The tax applied to electricity generation but not to 
petroleum.



Cost-effectiveness, rebound effects
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Taxes cut emissions at lower costs than other policy instruments 
By one estimate, cutting carbon emissions from road transport by one tonne 
costs EUR 55 when done through a fuel tax and EUR 400 when done through 
a fuel mandate (OECD 2013).

Why? Leave choice on how to abate to polluter.

Energy efficiency standards make appliances cheaper to use, so lead to more use. Price 
increases avoid this rebound effect and spur continued effort to abate



Environmental taxation: how are we doing?
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Environmental fiscal reform potential is underused.



Environmentally related tax revenue / GDP, 
2000 – 2008 – 2016
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The carbon pricing gap – snail’s pace progress

How far are we from carbon prices consistent with Paris 
Agreement targets? conservative estimate of gap across 42 countries:

2012: 83%
2015: 79.5%
2018: 76.5%

… at this speed the gap would close by 2095



How to increase momentum?
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Overcome equity and competitiveness concerns, ensure across 
government buy-in (fiscal and environment agencies)

Through policy packages, revenue use (note: regulations raise no revenue) 

Context-dependent pragmatic approach. 
E.g.: lump sum redistribution, targeted transfers, reduce other taxes, facilitate 
DRM, cut debt, green spending – find the right combination of socially useful 
spending and creating public support



Distributional impacts – deciles (OECD countries)
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Distributional and affordability impacts – revenue use
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Direct impact can be regressive or aggravate poverty, but with good 
design of revenue use, 

“it is not only possible to avoid negative distributional effects, but even 
to decrease poverty and deprivation.” 

OECD, Issue Note for Green Growth and Sustainable Development Forum 2014

(and this does not take all of the revenue)



Competitiveness concerns
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Evidence: gradual energy price increases can be absorbed

Environmental taxation can accompany business on path to 
competitiveness in less polluting economies (pro-competitive)



Environmental fiscal reform
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Environment policy, fiscal policy: 
policy packages, 
pragmatically designed to create public support 
for effective and cost-effective environment policy, and 
kept simple for transparency and ease of governance

Revenue use choices are critical
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